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Is There A Creator Who Cares About You
Few of us can venture outside on a clear, dark night and not pause for a silent, reflective look at the stars. For countless centuries people have felt a sense of wonder about the heavens. How did our universe come into being? Has it always been here? Is our existence due to random chance or supernatural design? Is God "out there"? If so, what is He like? Traditionally, the church has answered such questions with Scripture,
while science has contributed theories and formulas of its own. Torn between a deep respect for church doctrines and an intellectual need for answers that support what their senses are telling them, many Christians have avoided such discussions altogether. Actually, the two sides are no longer that far apart. In The Creator and the Cosmos, astrophysicist Dr. Hugh Ross explains how recent scientific measurements of the
universe have clearly pointed to the existence of God. Whether you're looking for scientific support for your faith or new reasons to believe, The Creator and the Cosmos will enable you to see the Creator for yourself.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER When and how did the universe begin? Why are we here? What is the nature of reality? Is the apparent “grand design” of our universe evidence of a benevolent creator who set things in motion—or does science offer another explanation? In this startling and lavishly illustrated book, Stephen Hawking and Leonard Mlodinow present the most recent scientific thinking about these and other
abiding mysteries of the universe, in nontechnical language marked by brilliance and simplicity. According to quantum theory, the cosmos does not have just a single existence or history. The authors explain that we ourselves are the product of quantum fluctuations in the early universe, and show how quantum theory predicts the “multiverse”—the idea that ours is just one of many universes that appeared spontaneously out of
nothing, each with different laws of nature. They conclude with a riveting assessment of M-theory, an explanation of the laws governing our universe that is currently the only viable candidate for a “theory of everything”: the unified theory that Einstein was looking for, which, if confirmed, would represent the ultimate triumph of human reason.
Breathtaking full-color photography complement an intriguing exploration of outer space, in a visual look at modern astronomy that features pictures from the Mars Pathfinder and Voyager probes, telescope images from around the world, and images from the Hubble telescope.
Create. This can be a terrifying word for so many. And yet, somewhere along the way we forgot we were designed to do just that. We increasingly miss the beauty of reflection, creativity, and the intimacy with God that creating brings as our world often values productivity and product. We were created to create, from craftsman to novice; from ministry leader to searcher. Not only for our own healing and joy, but for the freedom it
brings to the world around us. This forgotten tool of creativity has been tucked away in our closets with our kindergarten crayons and longs to resurface. These stories offer simple tools and ideas to help engage people with the arts so they might be used for their God-given purpose: freedom.
What the Bible Says About God the Creator
The One's Quest for Creator
The Creator's Code
Remember Your Creator
The Divine Truth
Answers questions about creation that even adults struggle to answer.You meet skeptics every day. They ask questions like: Are your science teachers wrong? Is the Big Bang theory true? Did God create the universe? Here’s a book written in kid-friendly language that gives you all the answers. Packed full of wellresearched, reliable, and eye-opening investigations of some of the biggest questions, The Case for the Creator for Kids uses up-to-date scientific research to strengthen your faith in God’s creation.
Ever since he was a child, Metal Gear Solid and Death Stranding creator Hideo Kojima was a voracious consumer of movies, music, and books. They ignited his passion for stories and storytelling, and the results can be seen in his groundbreaking, iconic video games. Now the head of independent studio Kojima
Productions, Kojima’s enthusiasm for entertainment media has never waned. This collection of essays explores some of the inspirations behind one of the titans of the video game industry, and offers an exclusive insight into one of the brightest minds in pop culture. -- VIZ Media
Ph.D. expert in astronautical and aeronautical engineering provides good news for believers - new scientific research supports the idea that the universe was created by God.
Highlights various manmade inventions and shows that their origins are in things that God created first.
The Creator Or God?: Innerstand It.
How books, movies, and music inspired the creator of Death Stranding and Metal Gear Solid
I Believe in the Creator
Creature, Creator and Creation
Assault on Marriage
The Creator Revealed
In The Creator Revealed, you will learn about scientific discoveries of the origin of the universe and its design and how they agree with the Bible and reveal God's character.
These essays, lectures, memoirs, and broadcasts are the thought-provoking products of Forsters engagement with the literary, political, and social events of his time.
Lacrosse has been a central element of Indigenous cultures for centuries, but once non-Indigenous players entered the sport, it became a site of appropriation – then reclamation – of Indigenous identities. The Creator’s Game focuses on the history of lacrosse in Indigenous communities from the 1860s to the 1990s, exploring Indigenous-non-Indigenous relations and Indigenous identity formation. While the game was being appropriated in the
process of constructing a new identity for the nation-state of Canada, it was also being used by Indigenous peoples to resist residential school experiences, initiate pan-Indigenous political mobilization, and articulate Indigenous sovereignty. This engaging and innovative book provides a unique view of Indigenous self-determination and nationhood in the face of settler-colonialism.
Based on in-depth interviews with more than 200 leading entrepreneurs, a lecturer at the Stanford Graduate School of Business identifies the six essential disciplines needed to transform your ideas into real-world successes. Each of us has the capacity to spot opportunities, invent products, and build businesses—even $100 million businesses. How do some people turn ideas into enterprises that endure? Why do some people succeed when so many
others fail? The Creator’s Code unlocks the six essential skills that turn small notions into big companies. This landmark book is based on 200 interviews with today’s leading entrepreneurs including the founders of LinkedIn, Chipotle, eBay, Under Armour, Tesla Motors, SpaceX, Spanx, Airbnb, PayPal, Jetblue, Gilt Groupe, Theranos, and Dropbox. Over the course of five years, Amy Wilkinson conducted rigorous interviews and analyzed
research across many different fields. From the creators of the companies ranging from Yelp to Chobani to Zipcar, she found that entrepreneurial success works in much the same way. Creators are not born with an innate ability to conceive and build $100 million enterprises. They work at it. They all share fundamental skills that can be learned, practiced, and passed on. The Creator’s Code reveals six skills that make creators of all kinds of
endeavors breakthrough. These skills aren’t rare gifts or slim chance talents. Entrepreneurship, Wilkinson demonstrates, is accessible to everyone.
On the Cosmological and Iconological Values of the Temple of Edfu
Lacrosse, Identity, and Indigenous Nationhood
The Creator and the Cosmos
Origins of an Early Christian Idea
The House that Jesus Built
A Collection of Authentic Kabbalah Inspirations

Marriage is under assault in most of the world. In the Western world the idea of God as Creator is largely scorned and rejected in intellectual circles. It is then logical for these intellectuals to attack marriage as well because marriage was the first institution that God created. It precedes any form of human government.
Now we see some of the results of the assault on marriage. Children suffer. The cohesion of many marriages breaks down, whether there is a formal divorce or not. That means emotional stresses that human beings were not designed to handle. The very foundation of marriage, the attraction of one man to one woman, is
under challenge. All of this is based on the assumption that either there is no Creator or that the Creator does not care what we do with His Creation. But what if both of these assumptions are wrong? What if the Creator "pushes back" at human challenge and disobedience? Is there a way back to joy and harmony
between the Creator and humanity? There are then two alternatives: either we human beings repent and return to what the Creator instructed in the Bible, or devastating judgment from the Creator will follow. The Bible warns only too clearly that the judgment will in fact fall and that Jesus Christ will impose God's rule
with a rod of iron (Revelation 2:27, 19:15), although it gives no precise timetable. But judgment has not yet fallen in full, and there may be time for individuals, families and even nations to repent and join God's family before all hope is gone. This book is intended to address practical issues and forgotten Scriptures in
maintaining lifetime marriages and to help churches start to help marriages between men and women to stick together. It is designed either for individual or group study and discussion for teenagers and adults.
The go-to entrepreneurial guide for establishing your platform, building your audience, and monetizing your skills and services on Clubhouse, the audio-only social media app. On a social media app with more than 10 million users and a plethora of dynamic voices jostling for attention, how do you stand out from the
noise? How do you draw people to your particular stage, and how do you convert the casual sharing of your unique expertise into a tangible revenue stream? This is the creator economy that we live in, and Clubhouse is the most effective place to organically grow your audience with the most basic of business resources:
your networking capability. In The Clubhouse Creator, Gary Henderson, founder of DigitalMarketing.org, reveals his tried-and-true strategies on Clubhouse for: · finding your niche audience · integrating into the flow of social circles and conversations · conveying the value of your goods or services · monetizing your
knowledge and expertise By using Gary's 7-Figure Clubhouse Funnel, you will be able to generate tangible sales and revenue and establish a core element of your marketing strategy. Now is the time to step fully into an abundance mindset and accelerate your success.
You are holding in your hands deadly dynamite. Yes.You have just purchased one of the most powerful life changing and enhancing Book. No other book will change your perception if you don't digest it by reading it. READ THIS Book.You will encounter ideas herein that are stimulating, thought-provoking, candid and
spine -tingling. Yet they are true. You will be shown how to separate truth from religious and popular fiction. This book will take out the mystery of God. For God is not the Creator! Finally giving you unique satisfaction from facts you need to make important life decisions. You will be challenged and be excited after
all.The problem of why the Creator created the universe still troubles thinking men and women; but if we cannot know why, we can at least know that He did not bring His worlds into being to meet some unfulfilled need in Himself, as a man might build a house to shelter against the winter cold or plant a field of rupoko
to provide him with necessary food. The word necessary is wholly foreign to the Creator.Since He is the Power that is supreme over all, it follows that the Creator cannot be elevated. Nothing is above Him, nothing beyond or below Him. Any motion attributed to His direction or elevation is from us as creatures that are
away from Him, in descent. He holds His position out of Himself and by leave of none. As no one can promote Him, so no one can degrade Him. It is clear that He upholds all things by the word of His power. Which is the Law. How can He be raised or supported by the things He upholds? Were all human beings suddenly
to become blind, still the sun would shine by day and the stars by night, for the sun and stars owe nothing to the millions who benefit from their light. So, if every human on earth becomes an atheist, it could not affect the Creator in any way. He is what He is in Himself without regard to any other. To believe in Him adds
nothing to His perfection; to doubt Him takes nothing away. It is the compound Soul that is on earth for experience Not the Creator! You are a Spirit Dwelling In matter briefly! It's Not the Creator in Actuality! the Creator is Longing for YOUR Worship is that so? Don't be too sure.That's not so. Thousands of years before
colonizing and enslaving man-made religions were crafted The Creator now commonly known as God, Jesus, Allah or Jehovah was already worshipped by "Black People" in a way that is completely mocked and laughed at today. This Book sweeps away the religious rubble and will confirm for you the foundations that
sustained Afrikan Civilizations for hundreds of thousands of years before any other, The claim largely by Christianity, Judaism and Islam, (Book based religions) to being true or revealed religions, spiritualities or ways of life pales into obliviousness once it is proved that Indigenous people on Earth already Knew the
Creator before their advent. Ancient people worshipped and lived traditional lives based on applying the Laws they had received from their Ancestor who received them from the Creator!If You are of African lineage just remember the following observation; You cannot KNOW THIS One and ONLY Original Creator if you
are convinced that, Islam is an African Religion, if you believe that Jesus died for your sins or that YHVH is "God's Name." How can this be, Because YOUR True Creator Is Directly Linked To your Ancestors? Your "God" Must Look Like Your Ancestor and eventually like you. This is common sense, Logical and True. Yet
we have lost it. Today it will be restored.
The Will of the Creator is the story of a serial killer in Philadelphia in the early 1980s. Charley, a Vietnam veteran who was sent home from the war after sustaining a gunshot wound to his head, is a main character. Charley, back in the States, receives brain surgery and is saved. Unfortunately, during his operation,
Charley had a stroke. He opens a luncheonette along with his wife. The business fails, and Charley loses his mind. He blames homeless people for his failure and goes on a murderous rampage. The main character of the novel is Augie. He is a Philadelphia-area boxer who had his promising career obstructed by alcohol
and drugs. Augie (based on a real boxer) made an unlikely and remarkable comeback in his thirties, going to the top of the charts. Augie got his chance at the title but lost it at the Philadelphia Spectrum. He fought once more and won a narrow decision but didn't look good. He retired and worked selling soft pretzels and
water ice from a wooden cart in west Philadelphia just as his Greek immigrant father had. He was in his mid 30's and worked out at a local gym. One day while sparring with a younger boxer he was hit in the head with a jarring left-hook. He collapsed unconscious in the ring. Then, he was rushed by ambulance to the
hospital. It was determined that a major blood vessel near his brain had been ruptured. A major surgery was performed and he was saved. However a severe stroke occurred during the operation and Augie came out of it unable to walk or even communicate. Augie learn to walk again first with a cane, then
independently. He reads, listens to a lot of talk radio, plays the horses, and seriously follows baseball. He pursues his dream of being a baseball writer and even begins to write a book about his life and remarkable career. Augie learns from his best friend about a series of murders in the city. The victims are vagrants
who are all stabbed in a unique way. There are four victims when Augie learns of them. Charley, like Augie, listens to a lot of local talk radio. Augie hears Charley inadvertently say things that link him to the murders. And by the condition of the bodies, which rise to the number of ten over three years, Augie determines
that Charley is the killer. The book also tells the story of local and international R&B singer Teddy Pendergrass, who has a car accident and is paralyzed. His story post-accident fits into this theme of faith, rehabilitation, and hope.
The Grand Design
The Biblical Shape of the Earth
The Creator in You
The Creator's Manual for Your Body
I Am, the Great Creator God
A Concordance of the Proper Names in the Holy Scriptures
This study of the Temple of Edfu interprets the ontology and theology inherent in its texts, decorations and architecture; these sources are revealed to be expressive of a monistic ontology and a theology of immanence. It also discusses the metaphorical values of the temple as a representation of the world and its cultic functions as a symbol of the creator immanent in his work of
creation.
Life is your faithful servant, but if not subdued it can become a terrible master. It all depends on whether you're being a creature of creation, or if you are only reacting to creation. One creates an ideal desire, while the other perpetuates unwanted life events. This book will interpret the story of creation, which is the life changing truth for all.The beginning you read about was only a
development and was not necessarily a commencement. It was the beginning of time and the creation of matter; but it wasn't the origin of life. What we call the Big bang was just a life changing event, from which mankind now seeks redemption. Creation is a replicable process, that is being performed by you in ways you're not even aware of. Inside these chapters, you will discover
the answer to many of life's questions, including those of life itself. Some have the knowledge while others have the understanding; both are the forebearer of wisdom.The YouManual is a metaphysical arbiter, a non-fictional series of books to help you better understand your own Being. It is believed that if you can master yourself, you can create your own destiny. Why allow your
future to be determined by fate, leave nothing to chance. You have everything you will ever need present inside you to create, because you too are a creator.The thoughts presented are reflective of the scriptures, not as physical actions but your own mental states; but remains aligned with its motivated purpose. To have knowledge of what is, what was and what will be; will allow you
to better understand the visible world and the world that is not yet made visible. We can only comprehend within the limits of our thoughts, and discuss amidst what the adequacy of our language permits. But your ability to perceive doesn't determine all that is, and this will open your mind and excite your body. Knowledge is infinite, what you know to be true is only true to the
extent of the knowledge that you have. What you now know may be right, but what you don't know about it could also make it wrong. What good is having knowledge if you lack the understanding of what it is, and what value is it to understand if you don't have the knowledge to know what it means. To have both is wisdom, and in that is the truth that will set you free.
It was early in the morning while I was on my way to the store. I wanted confirmation regarding what God had done and what he wanted me to do. He reminded me to write the things that I saw when the sovereign God of the universe revealed himself to me when I was dead to the flesh but alive in my spiritual body. I was taken out of my physical body and appeared in that large
room in the heavens where the first judgement takes place for all humanity. God said, "I will do whatever I want and with whom I want for my pleasure." He said the title of the book will be God, the Creator of Heaven and Earth, Is Real: I Have Seen His Face.
Hugh Ross tells the story of how the question of God's existence has been answered by both science and theology. In easy-to-read language, he pulls together a vast array of literature that presents powerful and convincing evidence of the existence of God. The latest research has sealed the case for divine creation and has revealed the identity of the Creator Himself!
The Five Books of Quintus Sept. Flor. Tertullianus Against Marcion
The Fingerprint of God
Case for a Creator for Kids
All That I Am Is All I Will Be
The Clubhouse Creator
A Christian's Response
Discover the astonishing evidence for intelligent design in this New York Times bestselling book by award-winning journalist Lee Strobel. "My road to atheism was paved by science . . . but, ironically, so was my later journey to God," Strobel says. During his academic years, Lee Strobel became convinced that God was obsolete, a belief that colored his journalism career.
Science had made the idea of a Creator irrelevant--or so Strobel thought. But today science points in a different direction. A diverse and impressive body of research has increasingly supported the conclusion that the universe was intelligently designed. At the same time, Darwinism has faltered in the face of concrete facts and hard reason. Has science discovered God? At
the very least, it's giving faith an immense boost, as new findings emerge about the incredible complexity of our universe. Join Strobel as he reexamines the theories that once led him away from God. Through his compelling and highly readable account, you'll encounter the mind-stretching discoveries from cosmology, cellular biology, DNA research, astronomy, physics, and
human consciousness that present compelling evidence in The Case for a Creator. Also available: The Case for a Creator small group video study and study guide, Spanish edition, kids' edition, student edition, and more.
Do you wonder about who God really is? Are you seeking real answers to the creation of the universe? This book is a must read for those wishing to really understand the whole Biblical creation and evolution argument; and wishing to see revealed the God-Designed and God-Created Universe.Steeped in 2000 years of solid Christian Orthodoxy, this book is not "New Age"
or some other cultic mish-mash. The purpose of this book is to present a different way of viewing the world and the universe, and to encounter this wonderful loving gracious God of the universe, the I Am, the Great Creator God.Have you ever expressed any of the following questions: How did the universe start? How will the universe end? What existed before the stars?
Does your life have any meaning? Does God know me and care for me? What was God's first gift to the world? Is God still involved with both Mankind and Creation? Can you believe in the Big Bang and still be a Christian? Find answers in the book, I Am, the Great Creator God.The reason this book is different from the others that search for truth, or deal with theology &
cosmology, is that I Am, the Great Creator God shows you how to look differently at the world and universe around you. The answers to your questions, the questions that tear apart religious denominations, and the questions of the ages are truly right in front of you.At one time many scientists were inspired by God's creation and attributed the fixed natural laws to the
Creator. The Bible was inspiration and guided them under a set of ethical standards into life's major questions and search for knowledge. Now, to raise Biblical points, embrace a Christian worldview and its teachings, a Christian is ridiculed and dismissed as ignorant by a very large portion of scientists. This new book, I Am, the Great Creator God, has the opportunity to
bring the Christian and the scientists closer together.
The One's Quest for Creator is the description, in fantasy format, of the end of my life's quest for the Creator. When I was born, my mother died, giving her life away to preserve mine. I thank her for this even today. During my childhood years, I was asking God why he took her away from me, knowing how much I needed her love and guidance. I never got any answer from
him. Growing up and seeing that in the Bible the Creator does not give any signs, acting like he didn't exist, I departed myself from him and his religion. Today I have within me the certitude that he does not exist at all. Nobody can show it to me, saying, "There is the Almighty God." If someone will ever be able to show it to me, I will think about it. I started looking for the
Creator on my own. In my imagination, any creator should love his creation and guide with wisdom, not scare it with the "eternal hell," punishing the creation for every mistake it does. the Creator should never impose to be loved by its creation. the creation should show the feelings toward the Creator on its own will as recognition for the Creator's love and wisdom. I began
reading lots of books, but not the ones reflecting society's beliefs. In time, I found a way to get in touch with Mother Earth, and she changed my life forever. Mother Earth showed me the real Creator, the one I quest so long for. In gratitude for her, and with her help, I wrote this book. I wrote it in fantasy form, relating the last events before I got in touch with Mother Earth.
These events are reflecting the way I am seeing the religions and their representative deities, the way I see our society today, and the cause of being this way. By the end, I present to the readers my experiences that put me back in touch with our Mother Earth. Also I have the highest privilege to write about what she taught me, making all this information available to anyone
who will have the curiosity to read this book. With love and peace for unity of all mankind, the One
This book examines the origins of the evil creator idea chiefly in light of early Christian biblical interpretations. It is divided into two parts. In Part I, the focus is on the interpretations of Exodus and John. Firstly, ancient Egyptian assimilation of the Jewish god to the evil deity Seth-Typhon is studied to understand its reapplication by Phibionite and Sethian Christians to the
Judeo-catholic creator. Secondly, the Christian reception of John 8:44 (understood to refer to the devil's father) is shown to implicate the Judeo-catholic creator in murdering Christ. Part II focuses on Marcionite Christian biblical interpretations. It begins with Marcionite interpretations of the creator's character in the Christian "Old Testament," analyzes 2 Corinthians 4:4 (in
which "the god of this world" blinds people from Christ's glory), examines Christ's so-called destruction of the Law (Eph 2:15) and the Lawgiver, and shows how Christ finally succumbs to the "curse of the Law" inflicted by the creator (Gal 3:13). A concluding chapter shows how still today readers of the Christian Bible have concluded that the creator manifests an evil
character.
Creating with the Creator: : Connecting People to the Heart of God Through Art.
God, the Creator of Heaven and Earth, Is Real
Magnificent Universe
The Working Man's Week; Or, Thoughts on the Creator's Distribution of Labour & Rest
The Six Essential Skills of Extraordinary Entrepreneurs
Image of the World and Symbol of the Creator
The Creator in YouWaterBrook
The wisdom of Kabbalah is a centuries old science that investigates the nature of our relationship with the force we refer to as, "The Creator". Through this investigation Kabbalists of the past have passed down, to all of humanity, a method by which each of us can actually realise our role in the universe and how humanity can evolve above the suffering so prevalent in the world today. The inspirations contained
in this book are derived from the works of authentic Kabbalists. Meaning, only Kabbalists who actually attained the spiritual levels of which they speak. The truth in these inspirations is clearly evident to those seeking the answer to the question, "What is my purpose"?
This is a collection of devotionals that point to the Creator God and encourage a deeper relationship with Him.
With engaging rhyme and stunning illustrations, this picture book sparks readers’ imaginations with the big idea that God created human beings to make, model, and work like Him. The Creator in You is a book that children, graduates, and even many adults will treasure for a lifetime. This fresh perspective on the creation account from the Bible’s first book, Genesis, helps readers see that “the sixth day”
wasn't the end of creation—it was “just the beginning.” “Before His day off, God had one more to-do. On His sixth day creating, God chose to make you.” God made kids to create like he does—by filling the world with sand castles and s’mores today, and businesses and books tomorrow. Through inspiring illustrations and text, readers of all ages will feel connected to God’s story of creation in a deeply personal
way, inspiring them to view their current and future work with purpose, enthusiasm, and joy.
The Creator Is Everywhere
The Case for a Creator
The Creator as Critic and Other Writings by E.M. Forster
God Sightings
The Creator’s Game
A Journalist Investigates Scientific Evidence That Points Toward God
Creativity isn’t a “nice to have” leadership trait. It’s the key to success in every workplace and all industries. Learn to access yours, now—even if you don’t think you’re a “creative” person From B-school through the big leagues, the business world often places value on logic and analysis. But on creativity? Not so much. And this, according to Nir Bashan, is a recipe for disaster. What gets the ball rolling when we’re feeling stuck in
our careers? Why is my company not growing or reaching higher levels of profitability? What’s the difference between a workable plan and a stroke of genius? The answer is creativity—and it’s the missing ingredient for far too many of us who feel we’re not reaching our creative potential (or doubt we have it in the first place). In The Creator Mindset, Bashan draws from years of experience in advertising, entertainment, consulting,
keynote speaking, and teaching to show you how to use creativity as a decision-making tool, and do so every bit as confidently as you use spreadsheets and data analysis. Bashan demystifies the process of sharpening this ability by breaking it down into four essential sections. Discover what is meant by a “creator mindset,” why it’s crucial in business, how to see the world with this mindset, and how to sustain it. Written in plain
language with real-world examples, chapters include: Creativity for non-creative people Training your mind to think in a creative way When nothing else works—creativity will Envisioning a world that can be, not the world that is The virtues of listening—and the value of making mistakes The “Creator Mindset” guide to crisis Beating the complacency conundrum If you’ve ever felt overwhelmed by vague advice to “think outside the
box,” The Creator Mindset can help put you on a proven track to harnessing your best, most creative ideas, and feel confident you’re performing to your fullest potential—analytically and creatively.
When La's car gets a puncture out in the countryside, the man who lives nearest proves recalcitrantly helpful. She ends up falling asleep in his armchair and wakes to intense guilt at neglecting her daughter back in Reykjavik, followed by shock at what she finds in her helper's back room - half-finished, life-size silicone women hanging from hooks. Sveinn, her host, is a craftsman; he makes sex dolls. In his workshop La is overcome
with a surprising reverence, and acting on a mad notion of salvation, she steals one of the dolls for her troubled daughter Margret. For the first time ever, La finds she is a thief. And worse, when her friends and family greet her plans with incredulity, she finds that there is another more awful theft, beyond her expectations and her understanding. Bereft and adrift, how can La save her daughter from herself and what can she learn
from Sveinn's loneliness? Two people who fear responsibility putting themselves in harm's way, Sveinn and La dance a fascinating dance in this striking novel from Iceland's most celebrated young novelist.
It is said that the Bible is not a science book. That is true. Science books were written by men attempting to describe the things of God, while at the same time, removing God from the equation. The Bible does not function on such illogic. It has never issued a second, third or fourth edition. The Bible does not waiver or change based on scientific trends or theories of the day, for the Bible is ultimate truth and ultimate truth cannot
change. According to John 1, Hebrews 1 and Colossians 1, Jesus is the maker of all things and Romans 1 says that we can get to know the Creator through the things that were made. If Jesus is the Creator and we can get to know the Creator through creation, should we not study what that creation is according to scripture? After all, Jesus himself disagreed with modern scientific claims. The fact that Jesus disagreed with modern
science should not scare us as modern Christians. It should empower us to investigate the claims of modern science, knowing that if the two disagree, there is likely an evil cultural agenda at play, through the devil's use of our traditional media, social media and established scientific community. Years of research across many different biblical topics has yielded me two undeniable facts. One, the experts are not any closer to the
available evidence than we are, and two, the Bible is never wrong. In addition, if we can use this available evidence to disprove modern science's claims through simple experimentation, does this not give us the right to speculate on other theories?We should all be more apt to lend credence to ancient accounts written by eyewitnesses over creating entire belief systems based on bias interpretations of numbers, readings and
measurements, especially when those interpretations go against the scriptures and are in direct opposition to the experiences of our daily lives. Ultimately, we must choose whether theories backed by scripture, logic and experimentation are sufficient enough to trust our senses over culturally inspired artwork we see on screens or in textbooks.
A Sci-Fi novel on dimensional travel and how the human race found that they could travel through inter-dimensional space to almost any place in the Universe, however one experiment went wrong and someone or something began to control it. The hero’s had many adventures and went to some very strange places in the Universe; eventually one of them a woman named Hazel manages to go outside of the known Universe and
she meets the Creator of the Universe. The consequences for the human race were unexpected to say the least. This is pure Sci Fi and not Science fantasy; there are no dragons or dungeons anywhere in this book. This book is the first in the trilogy of Sci-Fi books of “The Creator’s dimensions” series of books
God of the Big Bang
The Creative Gene
The Will of the Creator
Build Your Audience, Deepen Relationships, and Accelerate Success in the Creator Economy
YHWH - I Will Be Who I Will Be
A Physicist Examines the Big Bang and the Bible
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